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Introducing Ribbit, an open platform
for telephony innovation
Until now, the rules of telephony have been defined on the highest floors of corporate skyscrapers (not

exactly a hotbed of innovation). As a result, telephony has remained virtually unchanged for decades.

Meanwhile, the Internet has revolutionized personal communications. And it has done so in the blink of

an eye. Yet, with few variations, these two worlds remain distinct separate entities; walled-off from each

other, blocking the innovations that would surely emerge if they were allowed to come together.

Ribbit was created to break the stalemate. Ribbit is the result of a group of Silicon Valley phone and Web

veterans coming together, in a distinctly new way, to create a distinctly new company. Rather than asking

ourselves what has existed in the past, we’ve asked ourselves what needs to exist in the future, to give

rise to this new world of communication.

We’ve taken a close look at how people are actually communicating today and then asked:

• What's on the horizon?

• What new technologies are coming our way and what behaviors will they affect?

• What new devices are about to surface?

• What's really happening in social media?

• What are the implications of OpenSocial and companies like Google and Apple entering the
world of telephony?

• What are the global impacts of new technologies?

And most importantly, what communication tools will people need as they go through their everyday

lives? How will new communications effect the way we all live, work and play?

OUR CONCLUSION:

We don't exactly know. Sure, we know part of it, but we’re also aware that we couldn’t possibly know

all of it. Nobody can. And even if we could predict the future, no single company would ever be able

to innovate at the rate necessary to take full advantage of the technical and business opportunities

on the horizon.

In fact, we concluded that it’s going to take thousands of developers, working millions of hours, to satisfy

the communication needs of the future.
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So why not let that happen? Why not give the global development community the tools they need to bring

about this new future? Why not remove the barriers to innovation that have been slowing things down?

Ribbit is built more like a Silicon Valley software or "platform" company than a traditional phone

company. It's designed specifically to enable massive and rapid communication innovation.

TEAM, TECHNOLOGY AND BUSINESS INNOVATION

When we started Ribbit, we asked ourselves what it would take to build a new kind of phone company.

What would it look like if you applied Silicon Valley processes and methodologies to a next generation

communications company? We came up with three things:

Team – The team would need to be comprised of traditional telephony experts, “Voice 2.0” experts

as well as various web development, social media and infrastructure experts.

The Technology – It would have to be based on deep technology that could intelligently bridge the

worlds of traditional telephony and next generation networks and protocols.

Business Innovation – It would have to operate under new rules. It couldn’t be based on “walled-gardens,”

it would have to be open to innovation and it would have to generate revenue in new ways, based on how

people really wanted to communicate.

OUR TEAM

The Ribbit team is optimized for the challenge of building the first phone company to emerge from

Silicon Valley. Ribbit is made-up of Silicon Valley and telephony industry veterans, bringing together

their unique mix of skills and experiences, to re-write the way telephone companies should work.

Telephony
Deep history and knowledge

in traditional telephony

companies, engineering

infrastructure.

Web
Experts in internet

technology and scaleable 

infrastructure.

Developer Ecosystem
Sophisticated Developer

Management and Developer

Initiatives.

Voice 2.0
Experts in multi-protocol /

unified communication

technologies.
Social Media
Experts in social

media marketing and viral

component creation.
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THE TECHNOLOGY

At the core of Ribbit is the Ribbit SmartSwitch™, a revolutionary multi-protocol carrier-grade, Lucent

certified, CLASS 5 soft switch. The Ribbit SmartSwitch is what allows calls to be initiated and answered

on multiple devices and run across multiple communication protocols, networks, and device types.

For example, incoming calls can be answered through a browser, Flash widget, or VoIP client. Outgoing

calls can be answered on the Web, a regular phone, or right through a desktop widget. The Ribbit

SmartSwitch makes it transparent to end users and allows control over preferences such as which

device should "ring" when, based upon such variables as where in the world you are, and what you

are doing at the time.

Ribbit’s technology makes complicated technical barriers disappear by bridging communications

protocols and allowing developers to tap these bridges using languages they already know. With

Ribbit, developers can now easily add telephony and next generation communication solutions to a

web application without having to become a telephony expert or hire expensive consultants to do it.

PSTN VoIP VoIM
MSN, GoogleTalk, Skype

Browser
FlashPhone, Gateway

The Ribbit SmartSwitch

3rd Party
extensions

Redundant MySQL DB Redundant Network Storage

Provisioning /
Configuration Authentication Messaging Call Control ContactsRedundancy

Billing

HTTP

DB
Service

Media
Server

SIP XMPP Skype MSN Yahoo Flash SalesForce
Connector

Resource
Management Routing Call Control

Ribbit App.

XML API
FLASH API Server

Security

The Ribbit SmartSwitch, the

core of Ribbit Technology,

merges traditional telephony,

computers, and voice 2.0

communications

Ribbit’s technology

allows developers to

span communications

protocols and build

telephony applications

without specific

telephony expertise.
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THE RIBBIT API

Legacy phone companies are built on the premise that the infrastructure layers are proprietary and

opening them would represents a radical change in thinking and may be perceived as a threat to

existing revenue structures.

Ribbit believes that tomorrow’s technology models will be inverted. The more open the platform,

the more applications are likely to be developed, and the more valuable the total developer

ecosystem will be.

Accordingly, Ribbit is offering API (Application Protocol Interface) access to much of our switch today,

allowing third party developers to create rich integrated telephony applications without previous

knowledge of telephony.

Currently, the Ribbit API is optimized for Flash / Flex developers because of the pervasiveness of the

technology (Flash is resident on 98% of the world’s computers). This means that Ribbit communication

applications written in Flash will run without the need of a client download. Due to the richness inherent

to Flash, the resulting Web applications can reach new levels of design excellence and usability. That

said, in the future, the Ribbit API will also extend to other standard programming languages, so even

more developers can participate in the pending communication revolution.

Ribbit API

PSTN VoIP VoIM
MSN, GoogleTalk, Skype

Browser
FlashPhone, Gateway

The Ribbit SmartSwitch

The Ribbit API allows

developer access to the

technology layer, empowering

developers to embed voice

into websites, communities

and applications.
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ADDITIONAL SERVICES

Providing a world-class soft switch and developer API may be revolutionary, but to be a true "phone

company" you also need to provide customer and developer infrastructure support services such as

customer use reports, billing information, and user preferences. Furthermore, the system must be

secure from invasion and safe from corruption.

Additionally, Ribbit will maintain call voice and service quality across the network. So, one of the important

layers of value provided by Ribbit is the maintenance of the fundamental network, communication and

messaging systems.

THE DEVELOPER ECOSYSTEM

Our goal is to make our developers successful. Providing our developers with accessible technology

is essential, but we also recognize that developers often lack the channels to bring their inventions to

market. To fill this gap, Ribbit will also provide marketing and merchandising services, providing an

additional incentive to develop and deploy on the Ribbit "platform."

Ribbit API

PSTN

Dev. Support Reports QOS / SLA Billing Cust. Support

VoIP VoIM
MSN, GoogleTalk, Skype

Browser
FlashPhone, Gateway

The Ribbit SmartSwitch 

The Ribbit platform

also includes security,

administrative and

QOS management.

Awareness
We will create awareness

for developer solutions via 

PR, social media and

our web site.

Distribution
Once certified, we 

will distribute developer

applications through our on 

line telephony store.

Infra-structure
We will provide high

value telephony and business 

infrastructure that they can’t

find anywhere else.

Monetization
We are creating revenue 

sharing scenarios that provide 

incentive for developers 

to create on the

Ribbit platform.
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REVENUE-SHARING

The Ribbit model is built on Internet business principles, such as revenue-sharing between partners.

When developers create useful applications on the Ribbit platform, they will be free to market them

in accordance to their value in their market. Developers will pay Ribbit in accordance of the value we

provide them and their users.

To date, well over 600 developers are already involved, creating new applications at a rate of better than

one a week. While still in its earliest phases, the developers are exhibiting remarkable creativity and have

created functionality that is already solving very real communication problems for end users—creating

solutions that were literally never before feasible.

THE OPPORTUNITY

Ribbit fills a gap in the communication marketplace. To date, next generation solutions can be

characterized as either being very expensive custom applications—starting at $250,000 and running

into the millions—or relatively simple and limited "spot solutions" such as Internet "click-to-call"

deployments. The Ribbit solution satisfies the middle ground between these alternatives. Now

developers can create high value, web-based communication solutions with virtually no

knowledge of telephony.

“Spot Solutions”

250K +

Ribbit

250K+
proprietary w/large
initial capital investment.

Ribbit
Ribbit Fills the gap
between expensive, high
end deployments and
limited “spot solutions.”

“Spot Solutions”
Small niche solution w/
limited growth potential.
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THE APPLICATIONS

We are already seeing developers use the Ribbit API to build innovative new types consumer and

enterprise solutions, such as new types of call center solutions, order and operator management

systems, social networking mash-ups, productivity and communication tool integrations, unified

messaging as well as innovative, new types of web / phone widgets.

Ribbit API

Ribbit Applications Developer Applications

Consumer Enterprise

Consumer
Enterprise
Conferencing
Flash Phones
Other

PSTN

Dev. Support Reports QOS / SLA Billing Cust. Support

VoIP VoIM
MSN, GoogleTalk, Skype

Browser
FlashPhone, Gateway

The Ribbit SmartSwitch

The AIR iPhone

The AIR iPhone was developed by outside developer

Joe Johnson, of Knoware. Joe set out to create a

virtual iPhone that would sit on your desktop. It looks

and acts virtually identical to an iPhone, right down to

the ability to turn it on its side, browse the web, and

pull information through widgets. Using the Ribbit API,

Joe has turned his "AIR iPhone" into a fully functional

telephone. Ribbit allows you to receive "VoIP" calls,

as well as regular phone calls, directly from the phone

within your web browser.

Telephony Related Services

Ribbit API

Ribbit SmartSwitch

Integrated Telephony /
Communication Gateways

Application layer
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THE APPLICATIONS (cont'd)

RIBBIT FOR SALESFORCE

Ribbit technology allows developers to not only create interesting new Flash phones and consumer

facing applications, they can also create rich, high-value enterprise applications, as demonstrated

by the Ribbit integration into SalesForce.com.

Sales and marketing professionals who use SalesForce recognize its power to increase revenue

through better customer management and closer contact to their key clients. These same people

are often heavily dependent on their mobile phones.

Yet, before Ribbit, there was no way to connect their telephony environment with their SalesForce

environment. Using Ribbit, a non-telephony developer was able to create a high value application

that takes the messages received on mobile phones and delivers them as voice and as transcribed

text, directly into the SalesForce application, assuring SalesForce users never miss a call and never

lose a message from a key customer.

The ChalkBoard Phone

The ChalkBoard Phone was designed by Square Circle, a London-based graphic

design and Flash development firm. Working with Ribbit, they've been able to push

the boundaries of how phones of the future look and work. In the future, a phone

doesn't need to look like a phone—its form factor will be defined by its specific

function and will only be limited by the developer's imagination.
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Beta users are already reporting dramatic time savings from not having to manually enter the customer

information they gather from a phone call. With Ribbit the information is automatically embedded into the

account and since the messages are transcribed, they can also be delivered as email or as an SMS to

your mobile phone. And once inside SalesForce, they can be treated as a “voice object”, meaning they

can be tagged, searched and shared, and unlike traditional messaging environments, these messages

are never deleted unless done so intentionally, assuring critical account information is never lost.

THE RIBBIT BUSINESS MODEL

Traditional phone companies like it best if you make and receive calls on their dedicated networks. Why?

They want to maintain control of the call and keep you on their "pipes" because the longer they keep you

on their network, the more money they make. They are, in fact, often unmotivated to provide too many

products and solutions, because they simply cost too much to develop, market, and maintain.

Ribbit turns this model upside down. We want thousands of applications to be developed and deployed

by our developers. Our plan is to make many services available for free. When services cost us nothing,

they cost our users nothing. When they cost us something, they will cost our users an amount proportional

to the expenses. In addition, unlike traditional phone companies, we won't be charging huge monthly fees

or asking users to commit to burdensome multi-year contracts.

Using Ribbit, voice-based

information is transcribed and

automatically embedded into

your SalesForce application,

where it can be searched,

tagged and shared.
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WE NEED YOUR HELP

We hope you like what we are saying and will do what you can to spread the word about Ribbit. As a

phone user if you, like us, have been waiting for years for something better, then register your name at

www.ribbit.com and we'll keep you informed about new developments such as new applications as

they get released. Our blog is also an excellent source of regular Ribbit news. Visit www.ribbit.com

and subscribe to our feed for updates.

If you are a developer, and have been waiting to create your own "Voice 2.0" applications, your wait

is over. Visit our Developer Site www.developer.ribbitphone.com to download the Ribbit API and

get started. You can also receive regular Ribbit Developer news by subscribing to our developer

blog at www.developer.ribbitphone.com.

2570 W. El Camino Real, Suite 288,

Mountain View, California 94040

p: 650.644.3600

www.ribbit.com

Press Contact:

Don Thorson

p: 650.387.7929

don@ribbit.com

Denise Vardakas

p: 650.483.5083

denise@theconversationgroup.com


